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Hull Design Considerations
for
Electric Boats
Unfortunately, going 18 knots in an electric boat for any length of time is all but out
of the question. The energy storage of batteries is not up to it for any length of time,
even with the most advanced batteries. About 80% of hull speed is the most efficient
use of power and weight capacity to carry the batteries needed for more than 8 hours
of operation. Higher speeds are possible (i.e. hull speed) for a few hours. Boats that
are designed for speeds higher than hull speed have a transom that is deeper in the
water. This deeper transom clears the water at high speed. At low speed, the water
doesn't clear and drags terribly. With cheap gas and high power, this isn't a problem.
With electric, a flat transom dragging through the water is horribly in efficient. This is
the paradigm that has to be accepted by boaters wanting efficient power. You can't
have efficiency and high speed with current technology. Going half fast will have to
be enjoyed for what it is. This is one among many shifts in cultural thinking that are
going to have to be made in the years ahead.
Primary factors that influence boat hull efficiency include waterline length,
displacement , surface area of hull and appendages and other hull shape factors.
WATERLINE LENGTH
Longer is faster.
SPEED LENGTH RATIO = V / LWL
= 1.34 theoretical maximum hull speed
= 1.2 most economical top powering speed
= .8 most economical for long range electric power

WEIGHT (DISPLACEMENT)
Lighter is faster for a give hull length.
DISPLACEMENT LENGTH RATIO = DISP / (.01* LWL)
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> 200 heavy for electric boats
150 moderate, best range for electric boats
< 100 for small boats
Where displacement is in Long tons (2240 lbs) and LWL is in feet
WETTED SURFACE
Round hull sections have minimum wetted surface for given displacement.
Minimize appendage surface area. (e.g. skegs, keels, struts) They all contribute to
parasitic drag.

TRANSOM IMMERSION
The bottom of the transom should be just touching the water under power. This
provides maximum waterline length. Transoms should not be submerged because
they will create eddies and create added drag. While the classic fantail launch is
better than a deep transom, the stern lines closer to the water will provide a
cleaner undisturbed flow of water leaving the boat.
HULL SECTION
Rounded sections produce minimum eddy resistance. Round over chines of hard
chine hulls. Sharp corners create eddies and added drag. Hard chine hulls are
more stable and have greater carrying capacity.
HULL SHAPE
Bow waterlines should be narrow (fine entry). The stem should be in the water
to increase waterline length and minimize wave slap.
Stern sections should be long and straight when viewed from the side.
Graceful, clean lines are desirable. Short abrupt changes in the stern will produce
eddy making drag and bad flow into the propeller.
APPENDAGES
Minimize hull appendage area in front of the propeller to provide good flow into
the propeller. Struts are better than built up skegs and deadwood.
WINDAGE
Although not part of hull drag, wind resistance can exceed hull resistance in
windier exposed areas. Wind force is proportional to velocity squared, so adds up
fast to when going into a strong head wind. Minimize exposed area including
freeboard, awnings etc.
SUMMARY
Electric boats should be long and light with clean hull shape. Minimize exposed
area from hull freeboard and awnings if operating in exposed windy conditions.

